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Introduction
Microsoft Azure empowers the storytellers
Artists open whole new worlds with visual effects and animation. Storytellers can put
words in a fish’s mouth, bring toys to life, make old heroes young again, stage
intergalactic battles, and, well, whatever these spinners of tales can imagine. But for such
compelling productions, storytellers need computing capacity—lots of it. Without
adequate rendering resources, for example, artists may have to compromise on realism
and detail, ending up with characters and scenes that audiences won’t believe, don’t
care about, and won’t watch.

But massive compute capacity has traditionally been costly to come by. Even the largest
studios struggle to balance visual impact with the realities of tight budgets and
condensed production schedules. Despite meticulous pre-production planning, studio
teams may still have to scramble for resources. Looming deadlines drive them to buy,
rent, or borrow compute power wherever they can get it. Smaller shops without big
infrastructure can be locked out of bids completely, despite the depth of their artistic
talent.
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Microsoft Azure cloud services help studios of every size overcome traditional
infrastructure challenges. Azure delivers shared-infrastructure economies with ondemand, global access to scale-out compute, storage, and application resources. Easy to
use, Azure offers a secure, collaborative environment that empowers storytellers to tell
their stories as creatively and vividly as they can imagine.

Azure for cost control, ease of use, collaboration,
and security
The Azure platform of services enables a full
range of studio workloads, from content
creation to rendering and editing. This white
paper focuses on the value that Azure services
bring to rendering pipelines, with brief
discussions of additional workflow services,
including accelerated remote-workstation
access, virtual desktops for artists, and editing
tools. The services and functionality described
ideally suit studios with medium to large
rendering workloads that require thousands to
tens of thousands of compute cores.
This document examines the suitability of
cloud for rendering pipelines and describes
several important and unique-to-Azure
characteristics to help inform studios
evaluating cloud providers.
To make cloud viable for rendering pipelines,
cloud services must enable cost efficiencies
and control, be easy to use, facilitate
collaboration, and ensure security of access
and VFX assets. Outlining how Azure delivers
on these requirements to help boost the
bottom line and enable creative vision, this
paper:
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•

•

•

•

Reviews the often-uncalculated costs of on-premises rendering and describes
how studios can use Azure-based rendering to help quantify and control overall
costs.
Describes Azure tools that streamline the process of moving production to the
cloud, making it easier to burst rendering jobs during peak demand, turn on
clusters for experimentation and innovation, or begin a transition to all-cloud
rendering.
Explains how Azure networking and high-performance caching services empower
collaboration among globally distributed teams to bolster both artistic innovation
and productivity.
Details how Azure builds in security to help protect vital VFX assets and client
confidence.

Azure empowers the storytellers. Movie makers, VFX artists, animators, and editors can
now create more visual impact in less time, with greater cost efficiencies and control to
help studios capitalize on opportunities for growth and innovation.
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First, Why Cloud?
Speed and opportunity
Traditionally, studios have run rendering workloads on high-performance, on-premises
render farms configured with hundreds to thousands (or more) of compute cores. IT
managers diligently design infrastructure to keep workflows moving and artists
productive, particularly during crunch time when both artists and systems are working in
overdrive to run final renders, polish shots, and adjust scenes for final reviews. But it’s
almost never enough to satisfy the demands for ever-greater visual complexity and
quality.
On-premises infrastructure is typically sized to enable overnight rendering, allowing
artists to kick off jobs at the end of the workday with the expectation that rendered
scenes will be completed by morning and available for review at dailies with supervisors
or the director. Unfortunately, that overnight cycle limits the number of iterations artists
can run to fine-tune shots.
Cloud computing makes it possible to apply additional compute on demand for any
duration, helping artists meet deadlines and/or increase the number and frequency of
iterations to achieve a desired look. Studios can rent 100 servers for 10 hours or 1,000
servers for one hour—the cost is the same. By going wide and deep, IT can shorten
turnaround time for render sprints to give artists faster feedback and the ability to run
more iterations per day. IT can support whatever render cycle may be required to
achieve artist, project, or overall studio pipeline objectives.
The scale and ubiquity of cloud infrastructure opens new business opportunities for
studios of every size. With greater flexibility and on-demand capacity, studios can accept
more short-notice work and cater for last-minute changes or late source assets. Large
studios can take on more ambitious projects or more simultaneous projects. Studios can
win more business with competitive bids that reflect the higher efficiency enabled
through the usage metrics the cloud affords.
Equal access to additional render capacity also helps smaller studios compete on the
talent of their artists rather than on the size of their installed infrastructure.
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Why Azure?
Functionality and global access from a trusted partner
Studios can leverage an array of compute,
networking, and storage services to extend or
burst rendering workloads to Azure. Some
studios may opt to do their own cloudresource management, others will prefer to
take advantage of Azure’s built-in support and
add-ons for popular tools like render
managers. Get started quickly, for example, by
using Azure Batch to simplify job and resource
management at scale. The Azure ExpressRoute
service adds a high-speed, private connection
between Azure datacenters and on-premises
infrastructure. Because they do not go over the
public Internet, ExpressRoute connections offer
more reliability, faster speeds, lower latencies,
and higher security than typical over-theInternet connections.
Azure also offers unique value, including
optional pay-per-minute render software
licensing for Azure Batch and zero-cost
licensing for the Avere vFXT for Azure highperformance caching service. Avere vFXT for
Azure, an Azure Marketplace product, provides
scale-out read performance and caching of
remote data so studios can run rendering
workloads in Azure without having to transfer
large production datasets from on-premises
network-attached storage (NAS). Use Avere
vFXT directly with Azure compute services or in
conjunction with Azure Batch to streamline
volume deployments (both scale up and scale
down) of Azure Virtual Machine (VMs) and
other management processes.
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Azure’s continually expanding set of services includes access to state-of-the-art
infrastructure. Studios can deploy rendering workloads on a wide range of Linux
(including CentOS 7) or Windows virtual machines, from best price-performance VMs to
high-end, accelerated VMs powered by NVIDIA GPUs. The Azure team works hand in
hand with leading technology providers such as NVIDIA, Intel, and AMD to offer a broad
selection of application-optimized VMs, including VMs backed by the latest-generation
CPU and GPU server products.
Azure network scale also ensures high-speed access to resources and helps companies
deliver the best-possible experience to users around the world. Using ExpressRoute
Direct, for example, customers can connect directly into Microsoft’s global network at
speeds up to 100 gigabits per second.
The Azure platform of proven cloud services is used by businesses and organizations
worldwide, including 95 percent of Fortune 500 companies. With the most global
regions of any cloud provider—54 regions and availability in 140 countries (see the map
at https://azure.microsoft.com/global-infrastructure/regions/)—Azure boasts unique
scale to put applications close to studio artists and partners around the world. It is also
important to note that while some cloud providers are heavily investing in their own
studios and original-content development, Azure serves as a non-competing partner
with its client studios.

Azure for Cost Control
Elasticity with surprising cost efficiencies
Storytellers rely on rendering to create the visuals that set the scene and develop the
narrative. Visual effects artists will always take advantage of increased compute power
to create more complex, higher-quality frames, shots, and films. Rendering iterations
can make the difference between a flat scene and one that captivates.
The challenge comes in running these dynamic, project-based workloads on fixed—and
usually limiting—infrastructure. Conventional wisdom in the industry has held that
owning and depreciating infrastructure is the most cost-effective option for postproduction rendering workloads. But the real costs of ownership go far beyond those
servers deployed in the big-studio datacenter or colocation, server room, or even under
desks in smaller VFX houses. New wisdom suggests that cloud is the better value.
Making capital purchases to serve the computing needs of a feast-or-famine production
cycle almost always results in the underestimating or overbuying of infrastructure.
Procure enough gear to handle peak production months or end-of-project crunch, and
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the studio absorbs the price of idle capacity. Industry estimates suggest that onpremises infrastructure averages just 50 percent utilization. But buy too little equipment,
and the costs of last-minute server rentals, missed deadlines, or turned-down work can
be high and business threatening.
Azure solves this problem with the elasticity of cloud. Studios pay for rendering
resources (from hundreds to a hundred thousand compute cores) when they need them
and hand them back to Microsoft when they don’t. Studios of any size can scale capacity
up or down on demand, using and paying for that capacity only as long as it’s needed—
whether that be for a few hours, days, weeks, months, or longer. Azure Batch even offers
pay-per-minute rendering software licensing.
The Avere vFXT for Azure—with zero-cost licensing—helps protect existing storage
investments. Avere vFXT can work with on-premises NAS to give Azure-based
computing resources local access to active files that are stored in the studio datacenter.
Successful studios large and small are already using Azure services to produce short
films and commercials, as well as shots, effects, and other projects for major film and
motion pictures. Trends in the industry suggest that most studios start using the cloud
to burst rendering jobs during periods of peak demand. Their natural progression is to
run increasingly more or all of their pipelines, then move production datasets to cloud
storage, and ultimately move artists’ workstations. The same Azure pay-as-you-use
model applies equally to rendering and virtual-desktop services.
Large studios benefit from access to massive capacity, as well as the ability to distribute
more work to smaller shops for speed and specialized expertise. In the past, those small
or third-party shops could not afford to buy large-scale on-premises infrastructure. The
cloud changes that, providing more affordable and ubiquitous access to rendering
capacity. Azure also expands opportunities for over-the-top (OTT) providers developing
small-screen content.
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Compelling cost benefits

Total Cost of Ownership is Much More than Compute
Insurance
0%
Data centre usage charge
2%

Business
continuity
0%

People - hardware maintenance
1%
People - system administration
2%

Cooling
7%

Electricity (for all
components)
7%

Data centre networks warranty & support
0%
Software - warranty &
support…

Facility - maintenance
7%

Backup - warranty &
support
0% Storage -

High-Performance Compute
46%

warranty & Compute support warranty &
support
0%
1%
Cost of Initiation and
Decommissioning
5%
Data centre networks
0%

Software licences
2%

High-Performance Storage
19%

Backup (system & user)
0%

Figure 1 – On-premises costs: Computing hardware and software purchase costs
represent less than half of the lifetime costs of on-premises infrastructure. Source: Red Oak
Consulting 2018 (modified)

Any thorough study of cloud costs should include on-going expenses for facilities and
maintenance (including human support to update technology, etc.). As illustrated in
Figure 1, hardware and software costs for computing typically represent only 46 percent
of the lifetime costs of on-premises infrastructure.
Factoring in power, air conditioning, network equipment, maintenance, and other oftenhidden costs (such as backup, insurance, security, resilience, and initiation costs),
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datacenter costs can actually exceed cloud-based services for many workloads and
production phases. Additionally, in cities like London or Los Angeles, steep real estate
prices or limited power availability make continued on-site hosting and development of
nearby data center expansions infeasible.

Cloud economies look even more attractive when taking utilization into account. Studios
pay only for what they use in the cloud versus having to invest in large-block capital
purchases for infrastructure that may not be fully utilized during off-peak periods. Azure
Batch lets studios pay for rendering applications by the minute (in addition to paying for
the compute VMs), to avoid having to purchase licenses.
Studios can also tailor compute services to exact application and project requirements.
Choose VM families, for example, for lowest cost or the best price/performance. Some
rendering applications such as Arnold are CPU-based, while others such as V-Ray and
Blender’s Cycles can use CPUs and/or GPUs.
As with other workloads, low-priority VMs can also be utilized for rendering. Lowpriority VMs perform the same as regular dedicated VMs but utilize surplus Azure
capacity and are available at a large discount. Azure Low-Priority VM Scale Sets are ideal
for shorter renders—up to four hours, for example—and offer up to an 80 percent
discount. The tradeoff for using low-priority VMs is that those VMs may not be available
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or may be preempted at any time, depending on available capacity. For this reason, lowpriority VMs will not be suitable for all rendering jobs, although they can provide huge
savings for a large number of workloads.
Azure gives studios access to high-end hardware that would be cost-prohibitive to
purchase. A high-performance GPU server, for example, can easily run to $10,000 or
higher. One studio with a project that required the GPU-only Redshift renderer and
dozens of high-end GPUs was able to cater for it using Azure VMs powered by highperformance NVIDIA GPUs. Without the Azure resources, the studio would have had to
pass on the project solely because of GPU costs.
Azure also helps studios manage budgets by providing improved production-cost
visibility. Cloud-based services’ fine-grained billing enables studios to directly link
production workloads and costs. On-premises infrastructure often serves an array of
users and applications. Because capital costs are typically spread across multiple shows
and projects over several years, IT departments cannot easily attribute compute costs to
specific shots, shows, or directors. In contrast, Azure services enable detailed cost
accounting, giving both IT and production managers greater visibility into the true costs
of rendering each shot. Better metrics also facilitate optimization and improved decision
making. Visual effects producers, for example, can more readily balance the costs of
digital effects with expected increases in quality.
Studios also can maximize existing storage investments, using ExpressRoute for a private
connection to on-premises NAS devices. A variety of ExpressRoute options lets studios
balance cost and performance for specific requirements. Users of ExpressRoute Local,
for example, don’t pay separately for egress data transfers on ExpressRoute Direct.
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Azure for Ease of Use
Fast access, performance, and scale for condensed project timeframes
Azure services make it possible to support peak rendering workloads without
overprovisioning for the valleys. With fast access to Azure infrastructure, studios gain
flexibility to take on bigger projects on shorter notice. Azure offers a variety of tools that
simplify the mechanics of cloud bursting. Azure Batch, for example, addresses the timeconsuming process of working out cloud-based licensing agreements by managing payper-use licensing costs for popular rendering packages like Arnold from Solid Angle,
Autodesk 3ds Max and Maya, and Chaos Group’s V-Ray. Azure Batch also integrates
with render-queue management tools such as PipelineFX Qube!, Royal Render, and
Thinkbox Deadline, helping to eliminate the complexity of extending the use of onpremises job-management tools to the cloud.
Availability of a rich set of client plugins for industry-standard applications to manage
rendering workloads, including submission and monitoring of rendering jobs, lets
studios more quickly utilize Azure resources without having to learn new tools or
applications. Azure also makes it feasible to use the cloud for testing, benchmarking,
and experimentation. With fast, easy services turn-on and -off, studios can afford to
build out separate rendering clusters to try out new features.
Azure also boasts more than 200 ExpressRoute partners that can quickly provision
private network connectivity to meet rendering needs.
No data movement
The benefits of cloud computing present a convincing case for moving entire rendering
workloads to the cloud—and doing it sooner rather than later. But render workloads can
require fast access to millions of effects files. Historically, data gravity (a term used by
Jim Blinn to describe the idea that massive data is difficult to move, requiring compute
and applications to run close to the data) has been the roadblock preventing IT teams
from bursting render workloads to the cloud.
Illustrated in Figure 2, Avere vFXT for Azure serves as the data anti-gravity solution,
eliminating the burden of complex and time-consuming data moves. Avere vFXT
provides an ideal solution for highly parallel applications like rendering.
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Figure 2 – No data movement required: Burst renders to Azure while leaving digital
production assets on premises.
By effectively reducing across-the-Internet latency and storage bottlenecks inherent
with read-heavy processing, the Avere vFXT makes it possible for studios to burst
rendering jobs in Azure while leaving their large production datasets in on-premises Dell
EMC Isilon and/or NetApp network-attached storage. Proven ability to accelerate I/O
performance and enable cloud for rendering makes the Avere vFXT one of the most
sought-after technologies in movie post-production environments. In an industry where
every minute counts and workflows are routinely resource starved, Avere vFXT for Azure
simplifies setup and access, minimizes latency, and ensures scalability to support large
production datasets.
The Marketplace Avere Controller also makes fast work of deploying an Avere vFXT
cluster. The Controller automates the process via an easy-to-use template that enables
deployment of the Avere vFXT in about twenty minutes (assuming networking has
already been set up and assets have IP connectivity to the cloud).
Faster renders
In addition to tailoring Azure compute services to exact application performance and project
requirements, studios can use the Avere vFXT to dramatically shrink render times. Figure 3
helps illustrate the magnitude of the acceleration the Avere technology provides. This recent
study examined the difference an Avere vFXT solution can make to a local NFS filer and
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remote NFS filers at varying distances and latencies. Using Azure Batch, Maya, and an Avere
vFXT cluster, the experiment measured the time required to render 500 frames across 500
nodes in parallel. The render included the reading of the scene from the NFS path and writing
the rendered frame to the same NFS path for each of the 500 nodes.
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Figure 3 – Faster rendering: The Avere vFXT hides latency regardless of on-premises
NAS location, making it feasible to run rendering jobs in Azure while leaving digital assets stored
on premises.

The chart shows the timing results to render 500 frames on 500 nodes of an 8 GB Maya
scene. As expected, the direct-to-NAS render times worsened as the latencies increased.
However, in the cold vFXT case (the initial read), the rendering times were equal
regardless of where the NFS filer was located. Also, the data shows that the second or
warm run was faster than the first cold run. The experiment demonstrates that the Avere
vFXT hides NAS filer latency regardless of where the NFS filer is located in the world,
and that warming the vFXT cache further increases performance. The Avere vFXT is
clearly well suited to highly parallel HPC workloads like rendering that require high I/O
and heavy, repeated reads.
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Azure for Collaboration
Quick access for global teams
Azure services facilitate collaboration between studios and among artists working locally
or on the other side of the world. High-speed network connectivity, WAN optimization
to support remote workstations, and other services help bring teams together for
efficiency and vision.
Connectivity for highest speed, reliability, and security
The Azure ExpressRoute network service is a vital enabler of collaboration. ExpressRoute
creates private connections between Azure datacenters and infrastructure on premises
or in a colocation environment. Because ExpressRoute connections do not traverse the
public Internet, they offer more reliability, faster speeds, and lower latencies than typical
Internet connections. ExpressRoute can establish connections to Azure at an
ExpressRoute location or connect to Azure from an existing WAN network, such as a
multiprotocol label switching (MPLS) virtual private network from a service provider.
ExpressRoute private connections support collaboration among global VFX teams, as
well as with partner studios. Microsoft Azure network engineers can help studios
establish the best connectivity (directly to the Microsoft network or through the
Microsoft partner community) to match use-case requirements such as connection
duration, bandwidth, and cost objectives such as minimizing egress charges (by using
ExpressRoute Local configurations).
Circuit-size options range from 50 megabits per second (Mbps) up to 10 gigabits per
second (Gbps) with ExpressRoute and up to 100 Gbps using Azure ExpressRoute Direct
that connects directly to the global Microsoft backbone. For low-traffic or trial use cases
that only require bandwidth up to 1.25 Gbps, studios can also access Azure services via a
VPN over the Internet.
Additionally, ExpressRoute provides the consistent, low-latency, predictable
performance needed to deliver highly responsive service to artists running applications
on virtual workstations in Azure.
The table below shows one project and the time it takes to download all files over
various ExpressRoute connection speeds. As the size of the connection gets larger,
multiple projects of similar sizes can run simultaneously without creating bottlenecks.
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Maya render, seconds to download all files over various ExpressRoute connections
File Count
Total Payload (GB)
200 Mbps
500 Mbps
1 Gbps
2 Gbps
5 Gbps
10 Gbps

1390 files
13.2 GB
541.0 s
216.4 s
105.7 s
52.8 s
21.1 s
10.6 s

Support for VFX artists and editors
In addition to rendering services, the Azure platform offers a multitude of services to
support VFX artists and editors. Here are just a few:
•

Azure can help artists can be more productive, whether they’re working in the
studio or remotely in Vancouver and Bangalore. In addition to offloading render
farm workloads to Azure to improve responsiveness to on-premises workstations,
studios can use the Azure FXT Edge Filer storage cache to give remote artists fast
access to on-premises data assets. Read more about the FXT at
https://azure.microsoft.com/services/fxt-edge-filer/

•

Studios can also achieve notable efficiencies using Azure virtualized desktops for
VFX artists. Preview Windows Virtual Desktop at
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/virtual-desktop/overview

•

For virtualized desktops that need to run 3D applications requiring a GPU, Azure
offers GPU-based VMs such as the NV-series sizes that are optimized and
designed for remote visualization, streaming, gaming, encoding, and VDI
scenarios using frameworks such as OpenGL and DirectX. These VMs are backed
by the NVIDIA Tesla M60 GPU.

•

Azure’s partnership with Avid now enables studios to move editing to the cloud.
Use this link to learn more about using Avid Media Composer on Azure:
https://www.avid.com/microsoft

•

New software from Teradici works with Microsoft Windows Remote Desktop to
hide latency to Azure desktops. Teradici Cloud Access Software provides highperformance remote visualization capabilities in Microsoft Azure instances. Users
call the service “a remote desktop on steroids” and its video playback “beautiful.”
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Find out more at
https://azuremarketplace.microsoft.com/marketplace/apps?search=teradici&pag
e=1
•

Figure 4 illustrates how the Azure FXT can be used in a number of scenarios,
including WAN caching to give remote artists fast data access.

Figure 4 – Azure FXT use cases: Azure FXT enables NAS optimization, WAN caching,
and active archive to Azure Blob.

Azure for Security
Protect VFX assets, protect clients
Lastly, but perhaps most importantly when it comes to cloud requirements, studios must
be able to protect the VFX assets that are their intellectual property. And in many cases,
studios’ clients require an audit or certification by an industry association. Azure is
committed to maintaining the highest levels of trust, transparency, regulatory
compliance, and standards conformance. Microsoft boasts decades of experience
building enterprise software and running some of the largest online services in the
world. This experience is applied to continuously improve security-aware software
development, operational management, and threat-mitigation practices that are
essential to the strong protection of services and data.
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In February 2016, Microsoft Azure became the first hyperscale, multitenant cloud service
to successfully complete a formal assessment by independent Motion Picture
Association of America (MPAA) auditors and comply with all three of the MPAA content
security best practices frameworks: Common, Application, and Cloud Security
Guidelines. For studios concerned about guarding assets against theft and piracy, the
Azure Cloud Content Security Management System is audited and certified by the
Content Delivery and Security Association (CDSA). Microsoft can also help studios that
require specific workloads to be audited for security controls and hardening.
Azure builds in robust, multi-level protection, as illustrated in Table 1. It’s important to
note that the Avere vFXT file-system cache referenced earlier also works within a lockeddown environment, keeping data within the private network for content and asset
protection.
Table 1 – Azure security services
Azure Service
Network Security Groups

Virtual network peering

ExpressRoute

Azure Firewall

Azure Web Application Firewall

Benefits
Set security rules to allow or deny
inbound network traffic to or outbound
network traffic from several types of
Azure resources.
Seamlessly connect Azure virtual
networks and ensure that network traffic
between peered virtual networks is
private.
Create private connections between
Azure datacenters and infrastructure on
premises or in a colocation environment.
Traffic sent over a dedicated
ExpressRoute connection is not subject to
Internet monitoring or packet capture
and analysis by malicious users—it’s as
secure as using Multiprotocol Label
Switching (MPLS)-based WAN links.
Centrally create, enforce, and log
application and network connectivity
policies across subscriptions and Azure
Virtual Network resources.
Protect against web attacks and simplify
security management without making
application changes.
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Conclusion: Azure for Storytellers
Power to create and amaze
It’s probably safe to say that visual effects can make the difference between a
commercial dud and a blockbuster production. Today Azure can provide compute
resources at a scale and speed impossible to match in most on-premises render-farm
environments. Studios can quickly burst rendering jobs to Azure, taking advantage of
hundreds, thousands, tens of thousands, or a hundred thousand compute cores to meet
deadlines, be more creative, and amaze more audiences.
With a platform of services to enable rendering and other post-production workloads,
Azure can help studios gain efficiencies to ensure that no great story goes untold.
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Appendix A
Azure rendering tools
Azure Service
Azure VMs

Azure Batch
Avere vFXT on Azure

Azure FXT Edge Filer

ExpressRoute

Azure Blob

Benefits
The basic building block of any compute
environment. VMs run the application
workloads.
Compute-only orchestration/jobmanagement service.
NFS file caching solution to facilitate the
scale up of compute environments with
minimal modifications to the storage
environment.
A high-performance, clustered storage
solution for caching active data in hybrid
environments. The Azure FXT Edge Filer
accelerates data access to support onpremises compute farms, remote users,
and cloud-based archive.
A networking solution that provides
dedicated, reliable, high-speed
connectivity from on-premises to the
Azure environment—it’s a key piece to a
predictable and dependable cloudbursting experience.
An object-based storage service that can
be leveraged for low-cost and highly
durable storage of unstructured data like
VFX assets once a show wraps.
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Appendix B
Azure case studies
Studios share how they put Azure to work in their production pipelines.
Jellyfish Pictures: Jellyfish Pictures brings blockbusters to life with the power of
Microsoft Azure
https://customers.microsoft.com/story/jellyfish-pictures-azure
Mr. X (one of the Technicolor family of VFX brands): Visual effects studio delivers
on-time, on-budget performances with Microsoft Azure and Avere vFXT
https://customers.microsoft.com/story/mr-x-media-entertainment-azure
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Appendix C
Resources
Want to learn more? Start with these links:
Azure solutions for media & entertainment
https://azure.microsoft.com/industries/media/
Rendering using Azure https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/batch/batch-rendering-service
Video rendering with Maya, Azure Batch, and Avere vFXT for Azure
https://github.com/Azure/Avere/blob/master/docs/maya_azure_batch_avere_vfxt_demo.
md
Why use Avere vFXT Edge Filer? A study to illustrate the benefits of the Avere vFXT for
rendering
https://github.com/Azure/Avere/blob/master/docs/why_avere_for_rendering.md
Best practices for improving Azure virtual machine boot time
https://github.com/Azure/Avere/blob/master/docs/azure_vm_provision_best_practices.
md
Linux Virtual Machine Scale Sets pricing
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/virtual-machine-scale-sets/linux/
Batch pricing https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/batch/#graphic-rendering
Manage Redshift GPU rendering with Qube! on Azure GPU resources
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p50NXgsMGiw
Details about ExpressRoute functionality and options
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/expressroute/expressroute-introduction
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